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	Making your first API v3 call with POSTMAN
You can download our Postman collection here.
Postman allows you to easily test all the API endpoints without developing and coding.

In this tutorial, we will cover:

JWT introduction, definition

Generation of your own token

Setting up the Postman app

Input the JWT token to the Postman app

Create a template using Postman - your first API call

Merge a template with your JSON data using Postman

JWT introductionPopular
	How to create JSON Web Token With Javascript?
The PDF Generator API uses JSON Web Tokens (JWT) to authenticate all API requests. These tokens offer a method to establish secure server-to-server authentication by transferring a compact JSON object with a signed payload of your account’s API Key and Secret. When authenticating to the PDF Generator API, a JWT should be generated uniquely by a server-side application and included as a Bearer Token in the header of each request.

What is JSON Web Token?

JSON Web Token (JWT) is an open stFew readers
	How to embed editor to my application?
There are two possible ways to allow your users to access the PDF Generator API editor. You can redirect users to the editor or display the editor in an iframe as part of your application.

Display the editor within your application

Use the Open Editor endpoint to generate a unique URL, and set it as the src parameter to an iframe. We have created an example application using Javascript and HTML in CodePen that youFew readers
	Making your first API v4 call with POSTMAN
You can download our Postman collection here.
Postman allows you to easily test all the API endpoints without developing and coding.

In this tutorial, we will cover basics so you can start within few minutes with your very own PFew readers
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